
1 Prebuilding a Media Indexer Cache During 
an Upgrade

Note that the information in this document applies to all Media Indexer v3.x upgrades. That is why 
the term HAG is still used. The same applies to a Network of Media Indexers (NOMI).

A Media Indexer Service might take a long time to fully re-index all shared storage locations, 
depending on the size and the structural organization of media files on those storage locations.

The Media Indexer database format often changes between MI releases. When this happens, the 
existing  cache files from the previous version cannot be loaded. As a result, the Media Indexer must 
re-index the files on shared storage from scratch after an upgrade. During the re-index period, any 
media that has not been indexed yet is essentially offline to the Interplay system.

This re-indexation can be time consuming at a large site. Because there is often a need to keep the 
upgrade maintenance window as short as possible, the following procedure can be used to help 
minimize the re-indexation effort.

The main idea is to have a separate MI that is not part of the HAG run the new software version and 
index the same shared storage locations that are indexed by the HAG MI nodes. One way to do this is 
to temporarily remove one of the MI nodes from the HAG  for the duration of the cache prebuilding. 

n This requires that you run the new MI software on one node to index your storage while the HAG MI 
nodes are still running the older MI software version.

Also note that it is best to have the MI machine that prebuilds the cache files set to run at the same 
time zone as the actual HAG MI nodes that the cache files get copied to.

To prebuild cache files during an upgrade:

1. Either setup a new MI or remove one of the existing MIs from the HAG.

2. Install the new MI software on the separate MI and have it index all of the storage locations that 
are monitored by the HAG.

3. Once the separate MI finishes indexing all the storage locations, copy all the cache files 
(%ProgramData%/Avid/AvidMI /*.cache) to a safe location.

4. Do not add this MI node back into the HAG until all MI nodes in the HAG are updated.

To load the prebuilt cache files on the HAG MIs:

1. On the MI in the HAG to be upgraded, turn off the Service Starter service. This will prevent the 
MI from automatically starting up while you are copying over the cache files.

2. Perform the MI upgrade. The MI will restart after the upgrade.

3. Shut down the MI service after it restarts from the upgrade.

4. Once the MI service is down, make sure that AvidMI.exe is no longer showing as a running 
process in the Task Manager.



5. Copy all the *.cache files from the previously safe location over to replace all existing *.cache 
files on the machine that the MI version was just updated on. 

6. After the copy is complete, start the MI service and restart the Service Starter Service.

Now the updated and newly started MI service will be able to load all the data from the copied 
cache files (as they are the same cache schema version). Then it will only scan the folders to find 
and index new or changed files that have changed or got added since that other special MI has 
indexed them.

7. If there are multiple MI nodes in the HAG, apply the same procedure to each of them separately.

8. If you removed an MI from the HAG to perform the cache pre-building, put it back into the HAG 
after the other MI nodes are updated.

9. As soon as you remove the last MI node to be upgraded from the HAG, you can add the already-
migrated MIs to the HAG. At that time the MI clients can start using the newly upgraded HAG.

As mentioned above, the updated and newly started MI service will be able to load all the data 
from the copied cache files (as they are the same cache schema version). Then it will only scan 
the folders to find and index new or changed files that have changed or got added since that other 
special MI has indexed them. The less files that have changed since then, the quicker the startup 
sequence of the Media Indexer. Best case (no indexing required), this takes only a few minutes 
per 1 million files to index. Typical performance should be roughly two minutes per 1 million 
files.
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